New ab initio potential energy surface and quantum dynamics of the reaction H(2S) + NH(X3Σ-) → N(4S) + H2.
A new global potential energy surface is reported for the ground state ((4)A(")) of the reaction H((2)S) + NH(X(3)Σ(-)) → N((4)S) + H(2) from a set of accurate ab initio data, which were computed using the multi-reference configuration interaction with a basis set of aug-cc-pV5Z. The many-body expansion and neural network methods have been used to construct the new potential energy surface. The topographical features of the new global potential energy surface are presented. The predicted barrier height is lower than previous theoretical estimates and the heat of reaction with zero-point energy is closer to experimental results. The quantum reactive scattering dynamics calculation was carried out over a range of collision energies (0-1.0 eV) on the new potential energy surface. The reaction probabilities, integral cross-section, and rate constants for the title reaction were calculated. The calculated rate constants are in excellent agreement with the available experimental results.